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Abstract— In this paper, we present an analytical
method for estimating the saturation throughput of an
802.11 ad hoc LAN called also the Wi-Fi (Wireless Fi-
delity) LAN in the presence of correlated channel fail-
ures usually inherent to wireless channels. With the
study, we consider the hybrid RTS/CTS mechanism,
in which a packet is transmitted under the RTS/CTS
mechanism if its length is higher than a fixed threshold,
and under the Basic Access mechanism otherwise. In
addition to the throughput in saturation, our method
allows estimating the probability of a packet rejection
occurring when the number of packet transmission re-
tries attains its limit. The obtained numerical results of
investigating Wi-Fi LANs by the developed method are
validated by simulation and show high estimation accu-
racy as well as the method efficiency in determining the
optimal RTS threshold.

I. Introduction

IEEE 802.11 [12] is one of the most popular tech-
nologies for wireless ad hoc and mobile network-
ing. The fundamental access mechanism in the IEEE
802.11 protocol is the Distributed Coordination Func-
tion (DCF). The DCF was studied in depth in [1], [3],
[8], where analytical methods were developed for eval-
uating the performance of 802.11 wireless LANs in the
saturation conditions, when there are always queues
for transmitting at every wireless LAN station. This
performance index called the saturation throughput in
[1] was evaluated in the assumption of ideal channel
conditions, i.e., in the absence of noise, causing the
throughput overestimation.

There may be different noise sources: other devices
located in the LAN neighborhood and operating on
the same license-free frequency band, multipath fad-
ing, co-/adjacent channel interference, etc. (Detail ar-
guing of noise sources can be found in [11], for ex-
ample.) In [6] and [9], we have developed the meth-
ods of [1], [3], [8] to study the influence of noise on
the Wi-Fi LAN performance, assuming channel fail-
ures (that is, noise-induced distortions) uncorrelated,
for instance, in case of a channel adding white gaus-
sian noise. However, it is known (e.g., see [10] and [13])
that the wireless-medium behavior is better character-
ized by the Gilbert model [4] representing a two-states
Markov chain. There are Good and Bad states, which
differ in the Bit Error Rate (BER) being constant in

each state. Obviously, according to the model, chan-
nel failures caused by noise influence are correlated,
and this correlation makes hard the Wi-Fi network
performance analysis, forcing previous investigators of
the problem to adopt simulation (see [2], for instance).
Nevertheless, in this paper, we succeed in studying an-
alytically the performance of the Wi-Fi network with
correlated channel failures, assuming that stochastic
sojourn times in Bad and Good states are distributed
exponentially.

Further in Section II we briefly review the DCF op-
eration in saturation and noise. In Sections III–V, we
study a packet transmission process in a Wi-Fi ad hoc
LAN with correlated channel failures under a hybrid
RTS/CTS mechanism, using the analytical method
(proposed firstly in [7]) of estimating the saturation
throughput and the probability of a packet rejection
occurring when the number of packet transmission re-
tries attains its limit. In Section VI, we give some
numerical research results of 802.11 LAN performance
evaluation. These results obtained by both our ana-
lytical method and simulation allow us to validate the
developed method and to show how the correlation of
channel failures affects the LAN performance and the
RTS/CTS mechanism efficiency. Finally, the obtained
results are summarized in Section VII.

II. DCF in Saturation

Now we briefly outline the DCF scheme, consider-
ing only the aspects that are exhibited in saturation
and with absence of hidden stations. This scheme is
described in detail in [12].

Under the DCF, data packets are transferred in gen-
eral via two methods (for this reason, this mechanism is
referred as hybrid). Short packets of length not greater
than the limit P (called the RTS threshold in [12]) are
transferred by the Basic Access Mechanism (BAM). In
this mechanism shown in Figure 1, a station confirms
the successful reception of a DATA frame by a posi-
tive acknowledgment ACK after a short SIFS interval
(which will be noted δS in what follows).

Packets of length greater than P are transferred
via the Request-To-Send/Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS)
mechanism. In this case shown in Figure 2, first an
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Figure 1. BAM (s - SIFS, b.s - backoff slots)
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Figure 2. RTS/CTS mechanism

inquiring RTS frame is sent to the receiver station,
which replies by a CTS frame after a SIFS. Then only
a DATA frame is transmitted and its successful recep-
tion is confirmed by an ACK frame. Since there are
no hidden stations in the considered LAN, all other
stations hear the RTS frame transmission and defer
from their own attempts. This protects CTS, DATA
and ACK frames from a collision-induced distortion.
Thus the RTS threshold P is chosen as a result of
a reasonable trade-off between the RTS/CTS mech-
anism overhead consisting in transmitting two addi-
tional control frames (RTS and CTS) and reduction of
collision duration. Figures 1 and 2 show that the colli-
sion duration is determined by the length of the longest
packet involved in collision for the BAM, whereas in
the RTS/CTS mechanism it is equal to the time of
transferring a short RTS frame.

After a packet transfer attempt the station passes to
the backoff state after a DIFS interval (δD in what fol-
lows) if the attempt was successful (i.e., there was no
collision, all frames of a packet were transferred with-
out noise-induced distortions) or after an EIFS (δE

in what follows) interval if the attempt failed. The
backoff counter is reset to the initial value b, which is
called the backoff time, measured in units of backoff
slots of duration σ, and chosen uniformly from a set
(0, . . . , w−1). The value w, called the contention win-
dow, depends on the number nr of attempts performed
for transmitting the current packet: w = Wnr

, where

Wnr
=

{
W02

nr for nr ≤ Nr

Wnr
= W02

N
r for nr > Nr

. (1)

Backoff interval is reckoned only as long as the chan-
nel is free: the backoff counter is decreased by one
only if the channel was free in the whole previous slot.
Counting the backoff slots stops when the channel be-
comes busy, and backoff time counters of all stations

can decrement next time only when the channel is
sensed idle for the duration of σ+DIFS or σ+EIFS if
the last sensed transmission is successful or failed, re-
spectively. When the backoff counter attains its zero
value, the station starts transmission.

In the course of transmission of a packet, a source
station counts the numbers of short (ns) and long (n`)
retries. Let a source station transfer a DATA frame
with a packet of length equal to or less than P , or an
RTS frame. If a correct ACK or CTS frame, respec-
tively, is received within timeout, then the ns-counter
is zeroed; otherwise ns is advanced by one. Similarly,
the n`-counter is zeroed or advanced by one in case of
reception or absence of a correct ACK frame (within
timeout) confirming the successful transfer of a DATA
frame with a packet of length greater than P . When
any of these counters ns and n` attains its limit Ns or
N` respectively, the current packet is rejected. After
the rejection or success of a packet transmission the
next packet is chosen (due to saturation) with zeroing
the values of nr, ns, and n`.

III. Analytical Study

A. Model

Let us consider a small-size Wi-Fi ad hoc LAN of
N statistically homogeneous stations working in sat-
uration. In fact, we mean by N not a number of
all stations of the LAN, but a number of active sta-
tions, whose queues are not empty for a quite long
observation interval. By statistical homogeneity of sta-
tions, we mean the following: (i) the lengths of pack-
ets (in bytes) chosen by every station from the queue
have an identical probability distribution {d`, ` =
`min, . . . , `max}; (ii) all stations adopt the same RTS
threshold P ; (iii) since the distance between stations
is small, we neglect the propagation delay and assume
that there are no hidden stations and noise occurs con-
currently at all stations. The last assumption implies
that all stations “sense” the common wireless channel
identically.

Also, to describe the channel state change, we adopt
the two-states Gilbert model [4] modified as follows:
the channel stays in state i (i = 0, 1) during a time
interval distributed exponentially with parameter λi.
The channel states differ in BER. More precisely, in
state i, BER is equal to µh

i /8 and µi/8 with transmit-
ting a PHY h-byte header and the other frame part,
respectively, and an h+ f -byte frame transmitted en-
tirely with the channel state i is distorted with proba-
bility 1 − exp{−µh

i h− µif}. We have to adopt differ-
ent BERs, since PHY headers are usually transmitted
with a lower channel rate, but more reliable coding and
modulation scheme. The channel state change rates
λ0 and λ1 are assumed to be not too high, so that no
more than one state change can happen during a frame



transmission or an interframe space.
As in [1], [7] and [9], let us subdivide the time of

the LAN operation into non-uniform virtual slots such
that every station changes its backoff counter at the
start of a virtual slot and can begin transmission if
the value of the counter becomes zero. Such a virtual
slot is either (a) an “empty” slot in which no station
transmits, or (b) a “successful” slot in which one and
only one station transmits, or (c) a “collisional” slot in
which two or more stations transmit.

As in [1], [3], [7] and [9], we assume that the prob-
ability that a station starts transmitting a packet in
a given slot does not depend neither on the previ-
ous history, nor on the behavior of other stations, and
is equal to τi, which is the same for all stations and
depends only on the current channel state i. Hence
the probabilities P c

i,k, i ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ [0, N ] that, in
an arbitrarily chosen virtual slot starting when the
channel is in state i, k stations try to transmit are
P c

i,k = Ck
Nτ

k
i (1 − τi)

N−k. Consequently, an arbi-
trarily chosen virtual slot is “empty” with probability
pi

e = P c
i,0 or “successful” with probability pi

s = P c
i,1.

Finally, we note ψS
i the probability that a given slot

begins when the channel is in state i and we make the
following approximation: ψS

i ≈ λi∗/(λ0 + λ1) (here
and in what follows, i∗ = 1 with i = 0 and i∗ = 0 with
i = 1).

B. Throughput Evaluation

The throughput S is defined as the average num-
ber of successfully transferred payload bits per second.
Obviously,

S =

1∑

i=0

ψS
i Si, (2)

where Si is the throughput observed when the channel
is in state i. Si is determined by the formula

Si =
pi

sU
i

pi
sT

i
s + pi

eσ +
∑N

k=2 P
c
i,kT

c
i,k

(3)

where U i is the mean number of successfully trans-
ferred data bytes in a “successful” slot starting in state
i, T i

s is the mean duration of a “successful” slot begin-
ning in state i, and T c

i,k is the mean duration of a
collisionnal slot involving k stations and beginning in
state i.

The duration of a “collisional” slot is the sum of time
of transmitting the longest frame involved in collision
and an EIFS interval:

T c
i,k = tRTS

( `max∑

`=P+1

d̂i
`

)k
+

P∑

`=`min

td(`)Pi(k, `)+δE (4)

where:

Figure 3. Computational method corresponding to
equations (6)–(7)

• tRTS is the transfer time for an RTS frame
• d̂i

` is the probability that the performed attempt,
starting when the channel is in state i, is related to a
packet of length `. Note that the distribution {d̂i

`}`,i

is different from the distribution {d`}` (the longer the

length of a packet, the greater d̂i
`).

• td(`) = H + HMAC + `/V is the transmission time
of a DATA frame including a packet of length `, the
PHY header is transmitted in time H and the MAC
header is transmitted in time HMAC , V is the channel
rate (in bytes per a second) (according to [12], tRTS <
H +HMAC , so that we always have td(`) > tRTS)
• Pi(k, `) is the probability that the duration of
the considered collision is td(`). Defining Si(`0) =∑`0−1

y=`min
d̂i

y +
∑`max

y=P+1
d̂i

y we have Pi(k, `) =
(
Si(` +

1)
)k

−
(
Si(`)

)k
The case of a “successfull” is more complicated, and

we study it in the next section.

IV. Successful Slot

The mean duration T i
s and the mean number U i are

given by

T i
s =

`max∑

`=`min

tis(`) d̂
i
` , U i =

`max∑

`=`min

` d̂i
` ρ

SLOT
i (`)

where tis(`) is the mean duration of a “successfull” slot
related to a packet of size ` and starting in state i, and
ρSLOT

i (`) is the probability that no distortion occurs
during a “successful” slot starting in state i and related
to a packet of size `.

We can define tDATA
i (`) and tRTS

i (`) so that we have
:

tis(`) =

{
tDATA
i (`) if ` ≤ P
tRTS
i (`) if ` > P

(5)

In order to do that, let us introduce a computational
method that we will use several times (see Figure 3).

First, we begin by defining tACK
i , the mean duration

of the end of a “successfull” slot, when the channel is
in state i and is about to send an ACK frame:

tACK
i = tACK + δDρi(`ACK) + δE

(
1− ρi(`ACK)

)
(6)

where ρi(f) is the probability that a MAC frame of
length f is not distorted. Then, we define tDATA

i (`)



as the mean duration of the interval of time elapsed
from the moment when the channel, in state i, begins
to transfer a DATA frame with a packet of length `,
and the end of the “successfull” slot during which this
attempt takes place:

tDATA
i (`) = td(`) + δSρi(`m) + δE

(
1 − ρi(`m)

)
+

1∑

k=0

ν0
ik(`m)

( 1∑

k′=0

γkk′ (δS)tACK
k′

)
(7)

where ν0
ij(f) is the probability that a MAC frame of

length f is not distorted and that the channel, in state
i at the beginning of this transmission, ends in state j.
Moreover, `m = `+ hMAC is the DATA frame length,
including the MAC header. γij(t) is the probability
that the channel passes from state i to j during an
interval of time of size t: γii(t) = 1 − γii∗(t) = e−λit.

We obtain by the same way a formula for tCTS
i (`) by

replacing in (7) td(`) by tCTS , `m by `CTS and tACK
k

by tDATA
k (`). And with this formula for tCTS

i (`), we
define and compute by the same idea tRTS

i (`).
With these definitions and formulas, we do effec-

tively have the relations announced in (5). We still
have to find out ρi(f) and ν0

ij(f). Obviously, ρi(f) =

ν0
ii(f) + ν0

ii∗(f), and we have

ν0
ii(f) = exp{−λi(H + f/V ) − µh

i h− µif}

ν0
ii∗(f) = e−µi∗f Ih

i + e−µh

i
h−λiHIi(f),

where

Ih
i =

∫H

0
λie

−λit exp{−Vh[µh
i t+ µh

i∗(H − t)]}dt

= e−µh

i∗
h λiH

λiH+h(µh

i
−µh

i∗
)
[1 − e−λiH−h(µh

i
−µh

i∗
)]

with λiH 6= h(µh
i∗ − µh

i ) and Ih
i = λiHe

−µh

i∗
h other-

wise. Ii(f) is defined similarly with the substitution
of f for h, f/V for H , and µi and µi∗ for µh

i and µh
i∗ ,

respectively. In what follows, we will also need the
ν1

ij(f), which are defined as the ν0
ij(f) but in case of a

failure of the transmission due to distortion:

ν1
ii(f) = exp{−λi(H + f/V )}[1 − exp{−µh

i h− µif}]

ν1
ii∗(f) = 1 − ν0

ii(f) − ν0
ii∗(f) − ν1

ii(f).

To compute U i, we need to compute ρSLOT
i (`). That

for, we define ρDATA
i (`) and ρRTS

i (`) as in (6)-(7) so
that we have :

ρSLOT
i (`) =

{
ρDATA

i (`) if ` ≤ P
ρRTS

i (`) else

To do so, we only consider the right double sum of
the formula (7), replacing in it tACK

k by ρi(`ACK) and
tAk (`) by ρA

k (`) (A being either DATA or CTS).

Thus, we have found all components of (3), if the
transmission beginning probabilities τ0 and τ1 and the
probability distribution {d̂i

`} are known.

V. Transmission and Rejection

Probabilities

To determine τi and d̂i
` , we consider one particular

station, and we look at it during the whole process of
transmission of a packet (a process begins with the se-
lection of a packet and ends with either the rejection
of this packet, or with its successfull transfer). Then,
noting ` the length of the packet that the station has
chosen, we define f i

` as the mean number of the packet
transmission attempts during this process and ωi

` as
the mean number of virtual slots in which the con-
didered station defers from transmission during this
process (each time, these attempts and slots are taken
into account only if the channel is in state i at their
beginnings). Then:

τi =

∑`max

`=`min
d`f

i
`∑`max

`=`min
d`(f i

` + ωi
`)

(8)

d̂i
` =

d`f
i
`∑`max

k=`min
dkf i

k

(9)

Let us start with looking for f i
` . First of all, we define

an elementary process as the set of all the consecutive
slots between the first slot of a backoff state and the
end of the slot during which the considered station has
tried to transmit (see figures 1 and 2 where each time
two elementary processes are depicted).

Then, in the case ` > P , we define the function
FL

i,`(is, ns, nl, nr) as the mean number of the packet
transmission attempts during a set of elementary pro-
cesses such that:
• we consider consecutive elementary processes until
either the successfull transfer of the packet, or its re-
jection
• at the beginning of the first slot of the first elemen-
tary process, the parameters of the station are equal
to ns, nl and nr, and the channel is in state is

With such a definition (and by doing the same in
the case ` ≤ P ), we can write f i

` in the following form:

f i
` =

{ ∑1
is=0 ψ

p
is
FS

i,`(is, 0, 0) if ` ≤ P∑1
is=0 ψ

p
is
FL

i,`(is, 0, 0, 0) else
(10)

where ψp
i is the probability that, at the beginning of

the first slot a process, the channel is in state i. It is
easy to show that

ψp
i = (1 − Φi∗)/(2 − Φ0 − Φ1), (11)

where Φi is the probability that, at the end of a packet
transmission process, the channel appears in the same
state i as at the process beginning.



Functions F S
i,`(·) and FL

i,`(·) are calculated recur-
sively, the iteration concerning an elementary process
and its successor.

A. Determination of F
S
i,`

We use the following formula:

FS
i,`(is, nr, ns) =

1∑

j=0

qj(nr, is)

{
1{j=i} + 1{ns<Ns−1}×

1∑

k=0

[
αc

jk(`) + (1 − pcc
j )pDATA

jk (`)
]
FS

i,`(k, n
∗
r , ns + 1)

}

(12)
where

• qj(nr, is) is the probability that the backoff state,
beginning in state is with parameter nr, ends in state

j. We define p
(b)
ij as the probability that the backoff

state, beginning in state i, ends in state j in b virtual
slots. Then

qj(nr, is) =
1

W (nr)

W (nr)−1∑

b=0

p
(b)
isj

where ‖p
(b)
ij ‖ = ‖pij‖

b, i, j = 0, 1, and pij is the prob-
ability that the channel passes from state i to j for a
virtual slot, during which the given station does not
transmit. The probabilities {pij}(i,j) are computed
thanks to a decomposition similar to the one used in
the denominator of formula (3), a formula similar to
equation (4) and method (6)–(7).
• pcc

i is the probability of the current attempt failure
due to a collision: pcc

i = 1 − (1 − τi)
N−1

• αc
ij(`) is the probability that the channel, trying to

transmit a packet of length `, and collision occuring,
passes from state i to state j. Under the condition
` ≤ P , we have αc

ij(`) =
∑N−1

k=1 αc
ij(k, `)P̂

c
i,k, where

P̂ c
i,k is defined as P c

i,k by replacing N by N − 1, with:

αc
ij(k, `) =

(∑1
k′=0 γik′ (td(`))γk′j(δE)

)(
Si(`+ 1)

)k

+
∑P

y=`+1

(∑1
k′=0 γik′ (td(y))γk′j(δE)

)
Pi(k, y)

• pDATA
ij (`) is the probability that the channel, trying

to transmit a DATA frame of length `, and no collision
occuring, but distortion occuring, passes from state i
to state j. We use method (6)-(7) to compute the
pDATA

ij (`).
• and n∗

r = min {nr + 1, Nr}

B. Determination of F
L
i,`

The formula is similar to the precedent one:

FL
i,`(is, nr, ns, nl) =

1∑

j=0

qj(nr, is)

{
1{j=i}+

1∑

k=0

(
1{ns<Ns−1}

[
αc

jk + (1 − pcc
j )εd

jk

]
×

FL
i,`(k, n

∗
r , ns + 1, nl) + 1{nl<Nl−1}(1 − pcc

j )×

( 1∑

k′=0

ζjk′pDATA
k′k (`)

)
FL

i,`(k, n
∗
r , 0, nl + 1)

)}

(13)

where only a few items are new
• εd

jk is the probability, knowing that no collision oc-
curs, that distortion occurs in RTS or CTS frames and
the channel passes from state j to state k. To compute
εd

jk , we use method (6)–(7).

• we have already defined αc
ij(`). When ` > P :

αc
ij(`) =

∑N−1
k=1 αc

ij,kP̂
c
i,k = αc

ij where αc
ij,k is computed

thanks to a formula similar to (4).
• and ζij is the probability, knowing that no collision
occurs, that no distortion occurs in RTS or CTS frames
and the channel passes from state i at the beginning
of the virtual slot to state j at the end of the SIFS
following the CTS frame.

ζij=
1∑

k1,k2,k3=0

ν0
ik1

(`RTS)γk1k2
(δS)ν0

k2k3
(`CTS)γk3j(δS)

To find wi
`, Φi, and prej(`)

1 (the probability of re-
jection of a packet of length `), we first of all write

Φi =

P∑

`=`min

d` φ
S
i,`(i, 0, 0) +

`max∑

`=P+1

d` φ
L
i,`(i, 0, 0, 0)

Then, we define functions WA
i,`(·) and RA

` (·) to com-

pute ωi
` and prej(`) respectively as in (10). And finally,

functions WA
i,`(·), φ

A
i,`(·) and RA

` (·) are defined by (12)
(for A = S) and (13) (for A = L) modified as follows:
• for WA

i,`(·), 1{i=j} is excluded and the item

wi(is, nr) =

W (nr)−1∑

b=1

W (nr) − b

W (nr)
p
(b−1)
isi

starts the right part of (12) and (13)
• for RA

` (·) and φA
i,`(·), the situation is slightly more

complex, but each time we replace 1{i=j} by an item
which is different in the short case and in the long case

Thus, we can calculate the throughput S and the
averaged packet rejection probability prej , using the
following iterative procedure. Firstly, we calculate all

1we find the probability of rejection with prej =∑`max

`=`min
d`prej(`)



the values which do not depend on τi and d̂i
` (i.e. the

ν0
i,k, ν1

i,k, γjk(t), td(`), · · · ). Then we define initial

values for τi and d̂i
` with all possible i, ` and calculate

their modified values by (8)–(13). If not both relative

differences of initial and modified values of τi and d̂i
`

are less than a small pre-defined limit, then we set
new initial values of τi and d̂i

` equal to halfsums of
their modified and old initial values and repeat the
calculation.

VI. Numerical Results

To validate our model, we have compared its results
with that obtained by a simulation coded in Java and
considering all real features of the 802.11 MAC proto-
col. This comparison has shown a high level of accu-
racy of the analytical model: the error never exceeds
5% with throughput estimation, and 2% with rejec-
tion probability estimation. The object of our numer-
ical investigations was a saturated Wi-Fi ad hoc LAN
consisting of N stations. The values of protocol pa-
rameters used to obtain numerical results for the an-
alytical model and simulation were the IEEE 802.11b
default values [5] for the Long Preamble mode. More-
over, the payload size ` is sampled uniformly from the
set {1, . . . , 2000}.

In what precede, we have described the noise
through two sorts of parameters: the λi and the µi

(and µh
i ). Considering the MAC layer (what follows

can be applied as well for the PHY layer, by replacing
µi by µh

i ), as the channel spends a time fraction λi∗

λ0+λ1

in state i, we can define an apparent bit error rate b
by the formula

8b =
λ1

λ0 + λ1
µ0 +

λ0

λ0 + λ1
µ1 = mµ1 (14)

where m = (Γ + Λ)/(1 + Λ), Γ = µ0/µ1 and Λ =
λ0/λ1. This definition makes sense, since when the
noise is uncorrelated, i.e. Γ = 1, we have 8b = µ0 = µ1,
i.e. the apparent bit error rate is equal to the bit error
rate which is the same in both states.

Equation (14) shows that for a given apparent BER,
there are infinite ways of obtening it by playing on Λ,Γ
and µ1. In this section, we fix the parameters Γ and Λ
with Γ = 1/7 and Λ = 1/5 (what gives m ≈ 0.143) so
that if BER denotes the apparent BER, µ0 = 4 BER
and µ1 = 28 BER. So here, we are just interested in
the influences of the BER, of the number of stations
and of the RTS threshold.

A. Correlation fixed: Optimal RTS threshold

Figure 4 shows the optimal RTS threshold P opt max-
imizing the throughput for varying BER and N , and
emphasises on two sorts of curves:
1. for values of BER < 1.5 · 10−4 (the exact threshold
is somewhere between 10−4 and 1.5·10−4), the optimal

Figure 4. P opt vs. N for different values of BER:
(a): 10−5 (b): 10−4 (c): 3.10−4 (d): 5.10−4

threshold is constant equal to `max until some thresh-
old N1. After N1, P opt decreases monotonically with
increase of N . This family of curves is not surpris-
ing at all: when there are only few stations, the best
mechanism is the BAM.
2. for values of BER> 1.5·10−4, a new thresholdN0 ≤
N1 appears: before N0, P opt increases with N . So here
we notice the surprising fact that already arose in [9]:
when the BER is very high, and the stations are few,
the best mechanism is not the BAM, but the RTS/CTS
mechanism with a given threshold P opt < `max.

Let us note that the throughput improvement made
by this optimization is significant. For example, when
N = 2 and BER= 2 · 10−4, S = 1.32 Mbps under the
BAM and S = 1.41 Mbps under the RTS/CTS mech-
anism with P = P opt = 1350. However, the rejec-
tion probability is worse under the RTS/CTS mecha-
nism: under the BAM, prej = 0.054, and for P = P opt,
prej = 0.111.

We can explain this fact in the same way as in [9].
When there are only few stations and the BER is high,
the best mechanism is the RTS mechanism, however
the rejection probability is worsened. So in fact, the
throughput is improved thanks to a worsening of the
rejection probability according to the following expla-
nation. When stations are few, collisions occur only
rarely, and a failure is almost always due to distortion.
As under the RTS/CTS mechanism, distortion occurs
mainly during the DATA or ACK frames, it mainly
concerns the long retry counter n`: in this situation,
a station can perform up to Ns = 7 retries under the
BAM, whereas it mainly perform up to N` = 4 retries
under the RTS/CTS mechanism. Or, the less maxi-
mal the number of attempts (because N` < Ns), the
larger the rejection probability, the less the mean value
of backoff intervals anticipating transmission attempts,
and hence the larger the throughput.



B. Correlation analysis

First of all, we must note that the concept of appar-
ent BER is not sufficient. Indeed, for a fixed apparent
BER given by formula (14), the throughput and rejec-
tion probability are different depending on the values
of the parameters λi and µi. If for instance we fix
Λ = 1 (then necessarily µ0 +µ1 = 16 BER) and a very
high BER (BER = 0, 01), then:

• if we imagine µ0 = 0 and µ1 = 16 BER (correlated
failures), then the throughput is quite high (half the
time there is no distortion, half the time there is almost
always distortion),
• and if we imagine µ0 = µ1 (uncorrelated failures),
then the throughput is almost null.

Now that we have showed that the concept of appar-
ent BER is insufficient, we try to find out the influence
of the term m which appears in the formula (14).

In what follows, the number of stations is fixed and
equal to N = 30. We define

Σm = {(Γ,Λ) ∈ [0, 1]× [0,+∞[\
Γ + Λ

1 + Λ
= m}

In order to study the influence of m, we adopt the
following method. λ1 is always fixed (λ1 = 10−5).
Each time, we fix the apparent BER. With this fixed
BER, we examine different values of m (each time we
fix m, we directly obtain µ1). And then, we can move
µ0 and λ0 in Σm to see the influence of the correlation
on the throughput and on the rejection probability.
In what follows, we will mainly get interested in the
evolution of the situation whenm −→ 1− andm −→ 0.
We will refer to check our assumptions to figures 5
and 6, where we have the following curves. We have
taken BER= 5 · 10−5: the solid curves correspond to
the RTS/CTS mechanism, the dashed curves to the
BAM, and the dotted curves are the curves obtained
from simulation to check the case m = 0.95 (in this
case, our analytical results could be not as precise as
they were when m is low because the approximation
made in III-A should not hold anymore). So finally,
curves (a) and (a’) are obtained for m = 0.95 under
the RTS mechanism and the BAM respectively, (b)
and (b’) for m = 0.143 under the RTS mechanism and
the BAM respectively, and (c) and (c’) for m = 0.05
under the RTS mechanism and the BAM respectively.

We have m = 1 ⇐⇒ Γ = 1, so uncorrelation is
equivalent tom = 1, and we consequently suppose that
the system evolves to the uncorrelated situation for
m −→ 1−. The point is that for m ≈ 1, we necessarily
have µ1 ≈ BER, but we can still have µ0 = 0, i.e. even
if m is very close to 1, the situation can be correlated.
Hence, the evolution of the system is not obvious. Still
figures 5 and 6 show that for high value ofm (curves (a)
and (a’), case m = 0.95), both the throughput and the
rejection probability stay nearly the same: so as we

Figure 5. Influence of m: throughput vs. µ0

BER
for

different values of m

Figure 6. Influence of m: rejection probability vs.
µ0

BER
for different values of m

thought it, the situation evolves continuously to the
uncorrelated one. This can be understood as follows.
Let us divide the range of acceptable values for Γ in
two intervals:

• in the first interval, Γ is close to m. As m is high
(i.e. close to 1), Γ is close to 1 too, and the situation
is then obviously close to the uncorrelated situation
• in the second interval, Γ is not close enough to m
for us to say that the µi are close to each other. But
in this case, the slope of the line supporting Σm being
very low, Λ is already very high. It means that λ0 is
very high, and that the channel is almost always in the
bad state, in which µ1 is set.

On the other side, m −→ 0 ⇐⇒ µ1 −→ +∞, and
at the limit Γ = Λ = 0. Λ = 0 means that either
λ0 = 0, either λ1 = +∞. In both cases, the channel is
always in the good state, so the influence of correlation
is crucial. Indeed, for given BER and m, µ0 can always
vary between 0 and BER, and the channel is always in
the state 0. So the channel is most of the time in a
state in which the noise can be either very high, or
null.



Finally, we have checked here the very natural idea
according to which the correlation is very sensible (for
a given apparent BER) when the BER in the bad state
is high.

To conclude, let us note an interesting point. Fig-
ure 5 shows that the throughput is always better under
the BAM than under the RTS/CTS mechanism. So
concerning the throughput, in our given case, the cor-
relation does not seem to have influence on P opt. On
the other hand, concerning the rejection probability,
we see that when m is low (on figure 6 for curves (b)
and (c), case m ≈ 0.143 and m = 0.05), the RTS/CTS
mechanism is better and provides a lower rejection
probability than the BAM, until a certain threshold.
So here we see that the correlation has a very sensible
role.

VII. Conclusions

In this paper, a continuation of [1], [3] and [6]–[9],
we have developed an analytical method for estimat-
ing the throughput of a Wi-Fi ad hoc LAN operating
under saturation and in the presence of noise. Be-
sides the throughput, our method allows evaluating the
probability of a packet rejection due to attaining the
retry number threshold [12]. Moreover, this analytical
method, in continuation with [7] for Wi-Fi network al-
lows performance evaluation in case of correlated fail-
ures inherent to realistic wireless channels. The fail-
ures correlation has been described with the modified
two-states Gilbert model [4], where sojourn times in
each of channel states are assumed to be exponentially
distributed.

According to numerical results obtained by both the
developed method and simulation, our method is quite
exact: the errors never exceed 5% with throughput es-
timation and 2% with rejection probability estimation.
This method provides a high speed of calculating the
values of performance indices, which has allowed us to
perform the exhaustive search of optimal RTS thresh-
old and to show how the RTS/CTS efficiency depends
on failures correlation.

As a future research activity, we propose extensions
of this method to take into account a possible presence
of hidden stations, which would particularly interesting
as far as the RTS/CTS mechanism is meant too to
deal efficiently with this problem, as well as to consider
and to optimize a channel rate switching mechanism
what promises to be effective in the case of correlated
failures.
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